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ROGARE – THE FIRST 10 YEARS

The idea for Rogare is about 20 years old. 

I came into fundraising in 2001 as a journalist to 
edit what was then called Professional Fundraising 
magazine. Having written about many other 
industry sectors, I was surprised at how practice-
oriented thought leadership – in both writing and 
at conferences – about fundraising was. Little space 
was given over to solving – or even conceptualising 
– the big picture challenges facing the profession, 
particularly in the field of ethics.

What we needed, I thought, was a think tank that 
brought together fundraising’s critical thinkers to 
co-create new ways to solve the old problems that we 
were making little headway with.

It took 10 years to turn that idea into reality. 

Rogare officially came into existence on 1 April 2014 
as part of Adrian Sargeant’s Centre for Sustainable 
Philanthropy (CSP) at Plymouth University. As I have 
said many times before, without Adrian’s support and 
belief, Rogare would have stayed a pipe dream, and 
I’d probably have left fundraising years ago.

Unfortunately, in 2018 Plymouth University decided it 
no longer wanted the CSP. So on 1 April 2019, Rogare 
was reborn as a standalone organisation.

The first of April 2024 is thus both Rogare’s 10th and 
fifth birthdays.

This very short paper details the work we have done, 
the projects we have completed (or in some cases, 
are just starting) and the outputs we have published 
in our first 10 years. 

In that time, we have published more than 60 outputs, 
ranging from papers in academic journals and our 
own white papers – covering ethics, regulation, 
relationship fundraising, professionalisation, 
history, gender and many more – to manifestos 
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for fundraising, framework graphics and codes of 
practice.  That’s an average of six a year, or one every 
two months. And that’s not counting the 200-plus 
blogs on Critical Fundraising, numerous articles in the 
global sector press, and more than 100 conference, 
symposium, webinar and other presentations in 11 
countries (an average of 10 a year).  

Not only are we prolific, but our output is also high 
quality – a standard we could not have achieved 
without the contribution of numerous volunteers  
(Rogare is a collaborative enterprise that relies on the 
dedicated input of fundraisers). There are too many to 
mention and I haven’t counted them all up, but over 
the last 10 years I reckon more than 250 fundraisers 
have contributed in some way to the work Rogare has 
done – probably well over 250.

Everything we do is made freely available to all 
members of the fundraising profession. We don’t put 
anything behind a paywall. We don’t sell any of it. We 
don’t even ask for your contact details before you can 
download it (though we really should!).

The reason we can do this is because from the very 
start we have been supported by a small group of 
partners to the fundraising sector who have shared 
our vision to rethink fundraising. So thank you to 
our current Associate Members – Damian O’Broin 
at Ask Direct, Paula Attfield and Neil Gallaiford at 
ST (Stephen Thomas Ltd), Mark Phillips at Bluefrog, 
Alice Ferris at GoalBusters and Clive Pedley at 
Giving Architects; along with Rapidata, Ethicall, DTV, 
Home and Pursuant, who have all supported Rogare 
in the past. 

Our next milestone birthday is 1 April 2029. I look 
forward to recapping with you all the ground-breaking 
work we will have done in the next five years.

Ian MacQuillin
Director
Rogare – The Fundraising Think Tank

https://criticalfundraising.com


What Rogare does… 
…and how we do it

ROGARE – THE FIRST 10 YEARS

How we do it
At Rogare, we have set out to ’rethink fundraising’ by applying a critical lens to everything that 
fundraisers do. As one of our volunteers once said, our aim is to challenge the status quo in 
fundraising, not be indoctrinated by it. 

We focus our attention on issues  in fundraising that are under-researched and under-thought, 
particularly those that are under-thought. Fundraising ethics is a great example of a topic that has 
been under -thought, and many, of the recent developments in this field have emanated from the 
work we have done at Rogare. 

Rogare takes a ’transdisciplinary’ approach. This means that we look for solutions to the 
challenges we face in fields outside of fundraising and philanthropy, such as moral philosophy, 
anthropology, evolutionary biology, critical theory, psychology, economics and many others. And 
then use what we have found to synthesise new ideas for use in the fundraising profession. In 
doing all this, we aim to build a more nuanced knowledge base for fundraising. And we aim to 
influence the learning culture so that more and more fundraisers base their decisions on relevant 
evidence and theory. 

We achieve this through the volunteers on our Critical Fundraising Network – an international 
group of critical fundraisers whose twin role is to co-create new knowledge with us through our 
various work streams and projects, and then share and embed that knowledge throughout the 
fundraising profession. As a Rogare Advocate, you can choose your own key roles in the Critical 
Fundraising Network. 

What we have 
done, and  
are doing

Rogare’s work falls into seven main work streams: 
ethics, the fundraising profession, relationship 
fundraising, stakeholder engagement, self-
regulation, the philosophy of fundraising and 
professional practice. Over the next two pages we 
highlight outputs and achievements from those work 
streams. You can find out much more about our work 
on our website (www.rogare.net) and access all out 
publications and other outputs here – https://www.
rogare.net/publications.
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Fundraising ethics
•   Developed Rights Balancing Fundraising Ethics – an approach to ethics that 

requires the balancing of fundraisers’ duties to donors and beneficiaries:

 •   core component of the European Fundraising Association’s competency framework

•   taught on CIoF Certificate and Diploma 

•   taught as part of the Swedish and French fundraising qualifications

•   embedded in the Scottish Fundraising Guarantee

•   incorporated into Fundraising Institute Australia guidance  
     on fundraising for emergency appeals.

•   Written the most comprehensive review of the field of fundraising ethics yet available, as well contributing 
several book chapters.

• Edited a special issue on normative fundraising ethics for the Journal of Philanthropy and 
Marketing, which increased the stock of academic articles on this topic by 75 per cent.

• Outlined a research agenda for the ethics of using AI in fundraising.

• Exploring the ethics of schools fundraising in a project focused on schools in  
Australia and New Zealand.

•  Ethical decision-making framework specifically for the application of 
    normative lenses of fundraising ethics.

• Worked with the Chartered Institute of Fundraising on guidance for making 
    ethical gift acceptance/refusal decisions.

•  Produced guidance on the ethics of legacy fundraising during emergencies, 
    such as the Covid-19 pandemic or natural disasters (translated into Japanese 
    by the Japanese Fundraising Association).

•  Closing the polarisation in the poverty porn debate by basing ethical decisions 
    about the framing of beneficiaries on whether they have been able to exercise  
   voice and agency.

• We run the Fundraising Ethics Research Network (FERN) to further the study of ethical issues in 
fundraising. 

Philosophy of fundraising
• Devised a typology of ‘disintermediated’ giving, which pinpoints ethical and   
      regulatory issues that need to be addressed.

• Exploring postmodern approaches to fundraising. 

• Rethinking how we study the history of fundraising. Our first step 
 is publishing timelines of fundraising history that help us see what 
 we already know, so we can couch our current practice in a 
  historical context.

• How can donorcentred approaches to fundraising accommodate 
 ideas that take a more community-oriented approach?

           • Published a critical thinking guide for fundraisers.

ROGARE – THE FIRST 10 YEARS

What we do
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Self-regulation
• Reviewed global self-regulation of fundraising for the European Center for Not-for-profit Law, making 

several recommendations for improvements based on the Better Regulation Agenda.

• Working on new models for the self-regulation of fundraising.

• Submitted to a number of government consultations in the UK.

Professional practice
• Worked with Remarkable Partnerships on how charity-corporate partnerships could be more ‘ambitious’.

• Published a series of praxis papers that showcase a fundraisers’ recent research completed for a PhD or 
Master’s degree, which provide suggestions about how fundraisers can apply this in practice:

• The importance of psychological well-being in driving legacy bequest decisions

• How charities can overcome donors’ ‘silent resistance’ to engage them in taboo causes

• Value creation and the role of the donor in supporter-led fundraising.

Stakeholder engagement
• Working with AFP Canada, we developed the ‘Canadian Fundraising Narrative’ – a new 

approach to engaging with people who are critical of or hostile to fundraising. Rather than 
try to out argue them or tell them they are wrong on matters such as fundraising costs, 
the Narrative approach is to tell values-based stories about fundraising that present an 
alternative interpretation than the one the critic serves up. AFP Canada has trained more 
than 500 advocates in how to use the Narrative and its key messages.

• Published guidance on how to advocate for fundraising during emergencies when others are saying 
fundraising would be inappropriate. 

Fundraising profession
• Created a blueprint for dismantling patriarchal structures in the fundraising profession. 

Now collaborating with fundraisers in Brazil, Ireland and the UK about how some of these 
ideas might be implemented.

• Mapped existing ad hoc entry routes into fundraising and outlined a possible competency-
based qualify pathway into the profession, for Arts Fundraising & Philanthropy.

Relationship fundraising
• Published a four-volume report into the theory from social psychology that underpins donorcentred 

relationship fundraising.

• Identified the barriers to implementing a relationship fundraising approach.

• Surveyed fundraisers on if and how they have encountered various forms of so-called ‘donor dominance‘.

Advocating for fundraising 
during emergenciesHow to respond to arguments that fundraising is 

‘inappropriate’ during the Coronavirus pandemic

 ENGAGEMEN TVivian Smith, Neil Gallaiford, Juniper Locilento 

June 2020

ROGARE – THE FIRST 10 YEARS
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The ethics of fundraising has received scant attention in the academic literature,

while there is not a huge amount in the grey and practitioner literature either. There

is little that explicitly describes normative theories of fundraising—broad concepts of

how fundraising ought to be practised, from which recommendions for applied ethi-

cal practice can be drawn. This is the first review of the literature on fundraising

ethics, articulating, synthesing and naming (often for the first time) 14 ethical theo-

ries/lenses that can be inferred (few are explicitly stated as normative ethical theo-

ries) from the literature. In so doing, this review provides scholars and practitioners

with a much firmer conceptual foundation for examining and developing professional

fundraising ethics, and for analysing applied practice and finding solutions to the ethi-

cal dilemmas in applied practice.

K E YWORD S

ethics, fundraising

1 | INTRODUCTION

The ethics of fundraising is a topic that has received scant attention

from scholars and academics. When ethics is addressed by fundraising

practitioners, it generally focuses on solving applied ethical dilemmas,

but it often does this without basing this guidance in scholarship. As is

expounded below, writing about the ethics of fundraising tends to

focus on the domain of applied ethics—what to do in particular ethical

dilemmas—rather than normative ethics—general theories about how

to practice fundraising ethically.

This is the first review of the field of normative fundraising ethics

that attempts a comprehensive review. As such, it is collating the field

from scratch, and thus some parameters have been set on the type of

papers and other sources that have been included.

First, this review considers only normative theories of

fundraising ethics. While the concepts of applied and normative

ethics are explored further below, for the purposes of this review, a

normative theory of fundraising ethics is one that can be formulated

in general terms that could be applied to specific situations, for

example:

Fundraising is ethical when in promotes and protects

trust in fundraising and unethical when it harms trust.

More formally, these ethical theories can be stated as:

Fundraising is ethical when X and unethical when NOT X—where X is

a set of conditions such as ‘protects trust in fundraising.’
Few papers state that their purpose is to describe a normative

theory of fundraising ethics (or a theory of normative fundraising

ethics). Only Kelly (1998) and MacQuillin (2016a)/MacQuillin and

Sargeant (2019) state this as their aim. Therefore, this review infers,

draws out and synthesises the normative theories—sometimes naming

them for the first time. For example, while many writers talk about

the importance of trust in and to fundraising ethics, this idea was

described and named as a formal theory (the example above) by

MacQuillin (2016a).

These normative lenses can be applied to any number of ethical

decisions. But the review does not consider in detail examinations of

specific ethical dilemmas and how these might be solved—two peren-

nial examples being so-called ‘tainted money’ and commissioned-

based remuneration for fundraisers—even if it could be possible to
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Abstract

Much of the discussion on the ethics of the framing of service users in fundraising

and marketing materials focuses on the ethical dilemma of whether the means of

using negative framing and negatively-framed images—which it is argued are more

effective at raising money—justify that end if they cause harm by stereotyping and

“othering” the people so framed, rob them of their dignity, and fail to engage people

in long-term solutions. Attempts to find the right balance between these two ethical

poles have proved elusive. This paper posits a new ethical solution by removing these

two poles from the equation and making the ethicality of fundraising frames contin-

gent on the voice and agency of service users/contributors to tell their own stories

and contribute to their own framing: as the Niger proverb says, “a song sounds

sweeter from the author's mouth.”

K E YWORD S
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Live Aid—the charity concert organised by Sir Bob Geldof in 1985 to raise

money for the relief of the Ethiopian Famine—was a massive success, in

terms of the money it generated, reported to be in excess of £150 mil-

lion.1 However, inside charities, Live Aid caused conflict between

fundraisers and service delivery staff about what NGOs' aims ought to be

and how they ought to go about achieving them (van der Gaag &

Nash, 1987, p.76). One of the central questions highlighted by Live Aid

was how the people who use the services provided by charities ought to

be “framed” in fundraising materials. For at least 35 years, this question

has proved a perennial source of practical, moral and ethical conflict in

the charity sector. This conflict arises from fundamentally different under-

standings of the role of fundraising within nonprofit organisations, which

polarises attempts to solve the ethical dilemma inherent in the framing of

service users/beneficiaries, often exacerbating this tension, rather than

achieving consensus (CCIC, 2008).

The root of this polarisation can itself by analysed in terms of ethi-

cal frames that arise from the two roles that charities play

(Sargeant, 2008, p. 531). One role is to deliver services to beneficia-

ries/services users. This comes with attendant duties to treat service

users/beneficiaries in particular ways, such as with dignity and respect.

The other role is to raise the money organisations need to provide ser-

vices. Out of these practical roles arise ethical frames about what chari-

ties ought to do. It is the contention of this paper that the question of

the framing of beneficiaries/service users in fundraising materials has

not been resolved because ethical arguments arise from, argue in

favour of, but remain within, one of these two frames.

One frame—arising from fundraising practice—argues that chari-

ties ought to use images and stories of service users that raise the
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Phase 2: A blueprint for dismantling patriarchal  
structures in the fundraising profession

 The fundraising profession

Heather Hill (editor), with… 
Ashley Belanger, Elizabeth Dale,  
Jessica Rose, Becky Slack 
March 2023

Gender issues in 
fundraising

Changing the narrative: How to help men 
in fundraising become better allies in  
dismantling patriarchal structures

 The fundraising profession

Becky Slack 
March 2023

Gender issues in 
fundraising

YOU’VE BEEN REFRAMED: PUTTING THE CONTRIBUTOR CENTRE FRAME

 ETHICS/RELATIONSHIP FUNDRAISING

IAN MACQUILLIN 
August 2020

The donor-centred baby 
and the community- 
centric bathwater
Is an accord between the two philosophies possible?

I AM A CRITICAL 
FUNDRAISER

See the expanded version of this manifesto here:
rogare.net/expanded
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RELY ON 
SOMEONE’S 
WORD ABOUT WHAT 
IS BEST PRACTICE. INSTEAD, I 
SATISF Y MYSELF BY SEEKING  
OUT EVIDENCE AND THEORY.

REFLECT CRITICALLY  
UPON MY BEST PRACTICES, ETHICS,  
AND OPINIONS ABOUT MAJOR ISSUES.  

USE BEST PRACTICE 
THAT IS GROUNDED IN THEORY 
AND EVIDENCE, AND PRACTISE 
FUNDRAISING ETHICALLY.  

TAKE MY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
SERIOUSLY AND COMMIT TO KNOWING AS MUCH AS I CAN.

CHALLENGE 
WHAT I THINK 
IS WRONG 
WITH OUR 
PROFESSION.  

HOLD THOSE 
WITH WHOM I 
DISAGREE TO THE 
HIGHEST STANDARDS OF 
EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT; 
AND HOLD MYSELF TO THE 
SAME STANDARDS.  

REMAIN 
OPEN
TO CHANGING MY VIEWS IF I AM 
PRESENTED WITH BETTER EVIDENCE  
AND THEORY ABOUT WHAT IS  
BEST OR ETHICAL PRACTICE.

LET PERSONAL OPINIONS AND  
BIASES PREVAIL – MY OWN OR OTHERS’.

MAKE DECISIONS THAT HAVE REAL AND 
TANGIBLE CONSEQUENCES, WITHOUT ASSESSING RISK.

COPY WHAT OTHERS HAVE 
DONE, JUST BECAUSE  “IT’S 
ALWAYS BEEN DONE THIS WAY”.

I never…
• Rely on someone’s word about what is best 

practice. Instead, I satisfy myself by seeking  
out evidence and theory.

• Copy what others have done, just because   
“it’s always been done this way”.

• Let personal opinions and biases prevail –  
my own or others’.

• Make decisions that have real and tangible 
consequences, without assessing risk.

I always…
• Reflect critically upon my best practices,  

ethics, and opinions about major issues.  
• Use best practice that is grounded in theory  

and evidence, and practise fundraising ethically. 
• Take my professional development seriously  

and commit to knowing as much as I can.
• Challenge what I think is wrong with  

our profession. 
• Hold those with whom I disagree to the  

highest standards of evidence and argument; 
and hold myself to the same standards. 

• Remain open to changing my views if I am 
presented with better evidence and theory 
about what is best or ethical practice.

See the expanded version of this manifesto here:
rogare.net/expanded
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Abstract
The topic of fundraising ethics has received remarkably little scholarly attention. In this paper, we review the circumstances 
that precipitated a major review of fundraising regulation in the UK in 2015 and describe the ethical codes that now underpin 
the advice and guidance available to fundraisers to guide them in their work. We focus particularly on the Code of Fund-
raising Practice. We then explore the purpose and rationale of similar codes and the process through which such codes are 
typically constructed. We highlight potential weaknesses with the current approach adopted in fundraising and conclude by 
offering a series of normative perspectives on fundraising ethics that could be used to review and revise the current code 
and potentially improve the quality of future fundraising decision making.

Keywords Codes of practice · Ethics · Fundraising · Professional standards

Abbreviations
AFP  Association of Fundraising Professionals
FRSB  Fundraising Standards Board
F-Reg  The Fundraising Regulator
IoF  Institute of Fundraising
NCVO  National Council for Voluntary Organizations

Introduction

In May 2015, Britain’s longest serving poppy seller, a 
92-year old woman called Olive Cooke, took her own life. 
Her death was reported in the UK media with headlines 
such as: “Killed by her kindness … Olive Cooke, 92, was 
hounded by 10 charity begging letters a day” (West 2015, 
p. 1). The media concluded her suicide may have been due 
in part to the activities of thoughtless charities “bombard-
ing” her with requests to give money. Although the Coroner 
subsequently found no such link (BBC 2015; Ricketts 2015), 
a report by the Fundraising Standards Board concluded she 

had probably received some 3000 solicitations in the year 
prior to her death and that it appeared that a quarter of the 
organizations she had supported had swapped her contact 
details with others (Fundraising Standards Board 2015).

These disturbing revelations were quickly followed up by 
other investigations that uncovered wrongdoing by charities 
in other forms of fundraising, most notably the abuse of the 
elderly through the application of “inappropriate levels of 
pressure,” in telephone fundraising. It appeared that even 
those suffering with dementia had been aggressively targeted 
by fundraisers eager to make their targets (Lake 2016; Daily 
Mail Investigations Unit 2015). Such was the media furor 
that the Chief Executive of the National Council for Volun-
tary Organizations (NCVO) was prevailed upon by govern-
ment to conduct a formal review of the system of fundraising 
regulation in England and Wales (Etherington et al. 2015). 
In its conclusions, the Etherington review recommended 
the creation of a new Fundraising Regulator (F-Reg), the 
enforcement of Data Protection measures, the creation of 
a Fundraising Preference Service (FPS) where individuals 
could opt out of receiving charity solicitations (Fundraising 
Regulator 2016) and an overhaul of the Code of Fundraising 
Practice. Etherington et al. (2015) also argued that this Code 
should no longer be written by members of the profession 
and instead become the responsibility of the Fundraising 
Regulator and thus be set by a panel of lay-representatives.

Ethical crises have been reported in many other sec-
tors but few have given rise to measures capable (in their 
original formulation) of stripping a sector of one fifth of its 
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Abstract

Disintermediation is the ability to sell products and services directly to consumers with-

out these having to pass or go through a ‘middleman’, such as travel agent or record

company. With no product or service to sell to consumers, disintermediation in the

non-profit sector has been conceived as the giving of money directly to beneficiaries/

end users, without the need to go through a ‘middleman’ charity—in other words, it is

disintermediated giving. However, there is no consensus definition of what ‘disinterme-

diated giving’ is or to what it applies. Much of the academic literature has focused on

one form of disintermediated giving: crowdfunding, which is generally conducted on

digital platforms. However, not all crowdfundraising/crowdfunding disintermediates

charities from the process of giving; and not all disintermediation of charities from the

giving process is accomplished via digital crowdfunding platforms. Further, there are

examples of various forms of disintermediated giving, particularly, but not solely via

crowdfunding platforms, that have raised questions about its practices, ethics, regula-

tion and accountability. Finding robust and sustainable solutions to these issues first

requires a coherent conceptualisation of disintermediation/disintermediated giving in

the non-profit sector. This paper attempts to do that by providing a typology of disinter-

mediation/disintermediated giving. We examine the phenomenon of disintermediation

in organisations that adopt the ‘traditional charity model’ (those which ask for and then

convert donations into goods and services for beneficiaries) and look to see which func-

tions and processes are subjected to disintermediation. This can be either the whole or

part of that asking/converting process, which is replaced or bypassed by a different

entity (individuals, commercial fundraising entities, or companies or charities that adopt

an alternative approach to the ‘traditional charity model’). Our typology contains three

main types of disintermediation: (A) the charity is disintermediated, with donations and

support given directly by donors to beneficiaries; (B) the charity's fundraising function is

disintermediated; (C) the charity's service provision to beneficiaries is disintermediated.

Each of these raises ethical and regulatory issues, which we briefly explore.
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DONOR CODE OF CONDUCT

 I am making a voluntary donation 
to a nonprofit organisation/
charity, not buying a product or 
service. I therefore understand 
that fundraisers are not selling 
me a product or service, and that 
the professional relationship 
between us is therefore not a 
customer-sales relationship.

 I will treat fundraising staff 
as knowledgeable professionals 
and always accord them the 
professional respect they deserve.

 I will never discriminate against 
or harass in any way fundraising 
professionals or other charity staff 
based on their sex, gender, sexual 
orientation, race, class, (dis)ability, 
religious belief (or lack of), age or 
any other protected characteristic.

 I recognise that I have 
considerable potential power in 
this relationship, because I am 
in the position to give a large 
donation. I therefore promise not 
to exploit that power for personal 
gain. I will not put conditions 
on my donation for the personal 
benefit of myself, my family or my 
friends, nor threaten to withhold 
it unless I get what I want.

 I will not use my power as a donor 
to divert the nonprofit/charity 
from its core mission. I understand 
that my gift does not entitle me 
to a seat on the nonprofit/charity 
board or to otherwise have 
influence on the operations or 
leadership of the organisation.

We are absolutely delighted that you are so engaged with and inspired by our cause that you have decided to 
join with us by supporting our mission with a donation. As one of our valued donors, we have various duties and 
obligations to you – such as to thank you for your support, use your donation for the purpose for which you gave 
it, and not to put you under undue pressure to make further gifts. These duties and obligations are set out in our 
codes of practice and systems of ethics. In this relationship between us, the nonprofit organisation and its staff, 
and you, the donor, you also have concomitant obligations and duties to us. We are therefore asking you to sign 
up to this code of conduct and behaviour.

We hope you will agree these are reasonable considerations. You might be surprised that we are even asking 
you to sign up to this code of conduct. The fact that we are indicates that charities do encounter forms of ‘donor 
dominance’ from a small number of donors. We hope that by agreeing to abide by this code of conduct, this 
will raise awareness of the challenges that fundraisers sometimes face, and encourage discussion of this matter 
among your peers.



Rogare’s sector presence 
and affiliations

ROGARE – THE FIRST 10 YEARS

• Partnership with Kingston Business School at Kingston University in the UK.

• Partnership with the Chartered Institute of Fundraising in the UK, and a close working 
relationship with AFP Canada.

• Rogare director is a member of the team at the European Fundraising Association 
responsible for building and maintaining the competence framework and ensuring 
professional qualifications across Europe meet required standards.

• Rogare’s ideas are taught on professional and academic qualifications in the UK, 
Sweden, USA, Canada, France and other countries. 

• We have presented our ideas at conferences around the world, including Ireland,  
UK, Belgium, Brazil, Netherlands, Sweden, Canada, Finland, Australia, USA and  
New Zealand.

• Rogare’s work and ideas are regularly featured in fundraising’s sector media around  
the world. 

Who is  
involved  

with Rogare?

As American fundraising consultant, and member of 
our Critical Fundraising Network, Ashley Belanger 
says: “Rogare is not for everyone, but it is for 
anyone.”

Anyone can join us in the CFR Network. Your age, 
professional background, level of professional 
education, length of time in the profession, or job 
seniority is not relevant. What is important is that our 
network volunteers are first, critical thinkers who are 
prepared to delve into the theory and evidence; and 
second, that they want to roll up their sleeves and be 
critical changemakers.

Our network contains a few well-known names. It 
also contains people you’ve probably never heard 
of. It’s not reputation that counts for Rogare – it’s a 
thirst for knowledge and intellectual curiosity.

If you’d like to join us, please get in touch.
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Rogare is supported in its work by a number of Associate Members – partners to the fundraising sector that 
share our critical fundraising ethos.  Our Associate Members are:

Ask Direct  
Strategic and creative  
agency (Ireland) 
https://www.askdirect.ie 

Giving Architects  
Creative agency (NZ) 
https://www.givingarchitects.
com

Stephen Thomas  
Full-service fundraising  
agency (Canada) 
https://stephenthomas.ca

Associate Members

Get in touch
Ian MacQuillin - Director 
ianmacquillin@rogare.net
+44 (0)7977 422273 

www.rogare.net 
Twitter: @RogareFTT 

Rogare – The Fundraising Think Tank CIC is a  
community interest company registered in the UK, 
registration number 11807930.

Rogare brand identity created by Rebecca Woodall 
at Bluefrog Fundraising.

Bluefrog  
Creative agency (UK) 
https://bluefroglondon.com

GoalBusters  
Fundraising consultancy (USA) 
https://www.goalbusters.net

Acknowledgements also to those other 
organisations that have supported Rogare as 
Associate Members in our first 10 years: Rapidata, 
Ethicall, Home Fundraising, DTV and Pursuant.
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